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The Hart, by Nick Yancey
Where can I run to that I am not there?
I would slip out from under the harsh floodlight
pouring, burning through my storm-cloud eyes,
and turn again under the brume-steeped trees
swift as the doe through the stalks and furrows
to melt, a shaft of light in the branches
whose shade unpossessed unpossessing
me, shade where I belong, carves my contours –
little light of mine – carve a path to the brook;
at the brink it is said that all panting
is quenched. At its lip, forget why I came.
At whose lips can I find the way back?
Where can I run to that you are not there,
my Orion, seeing me through the cold
stars of my pupils? Yours is such severe
mercy – O! I would be felled, holy, low
at your arrow, be no more, and slip
into some new dawn the third day, find myself
there, like laughter when all pointed to tears.
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Waiting, by Mary Ellen Greenwood
“The nature of this flower is to bloom.” –Alice Walker
I once was a tulip.
When the ground softened,
I jump-sprouted impatient
But winter stalled
Weighed down waiting bud
with snow-heavy chill.
I once was a crocus
Nosing up through the mud
Edging past stone
Through crusted black ice
Chase fleeting sun
to weather the weather.
I prefer lilacs.
Testing new leaves in poker-faced spades,
Crafting tight buds hard and round
Waiting until warm days are tallied, trusted
Then explode in chaos of blossom.
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A Few Words About Inspiration, by Carolyn Martin
It happens this way: the day collects stuff:
a squirrel in rigor on a cottage stone,
chem trails staining summer’s sky,
a white spider on the TV screen.
A toilet flush, furnace fan, cars crunching down
a crumbling road, planes nicking clouds,
sunrise bouncing off the house
lighting daisies in hinoki shade.
Every moment something new appears,
each longing to be raked, piled, flamed
into lines that may, as Frost dictates,
begin their slide toward wisdom from delight.
Wouldn’t he love the smallest architect
taking a spinning-break from web design?
Work needs a few deep breaths, he’d say,
and time to hear the neighbor’s scythe swish
beyond unmended walls, to smell apples
basketed for market or cider press.
He’d stop at gashes near the squirrel’s heart
and confer with a stellar jay.
This death? No accident, they’d claim.
What mischief in a creature that carves
red marks, then skulks away?
What would wisdom say?
The sky cleansing itself,
the spider coaxed out the slider door,
intrusions of sounds and light – up for grabs.
What mystery designed earth to spin
into a perfect prompting place?
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Child’s Plea, by Carolyn Martin
Pecs, Hungary, 1944
For Therese who survived
I want one! she cries.
This is before
boots and trucks take the streets
Nazis seize the house
the boxcar ride to Germany
gypsy-parts splatter on the tracks
the right side of her hair turns white
the Dresden creek beneath a fiery sky
miles of hunger, cold, fevers, bloodshed, lice
toes out-growing shoes, coats losing weight
dump yard trips for scraps, crates, and cigarettes.
I want one! she cries in her mother’s arms:
the yellow star she tried to rip
off a playmate’s shirt.
This: the morning playing ceased.
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The Evening Delta, by Elizabeth York Dickinson
The winged swapped secrets
with invented words and quickly
perched motionless, on the branches
of Acacia trees.
Pushing and pulling webbed
feet from sloshes of mud,
frogs purled to each other
the location of troughs
worth sleuthing.
Tipsy waves spilled the river
inside themselves. Each rolling crash,
and a pile of laughing bubbles
conspired replays.
Fanning papyrus fronds
fell an African sun, hid it
in a net of intertwined fingers,
and shushed an echoing wind.
The thrum of the skid
resounded through the
evening delta.
Silent children slid
into the river, camouflaged
from an interloper that
off-pitched their song.
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Moving Above and Below Ground, by Elizabeth York Dickinson
A candle burns at one end.
The wick warming like a silent ember’s
faltering words. A frenzied flicker
calls for kindling. The burn,
time’s whim.
A vulnerability compels two
brain cells to lightly touch.
Nature’s unstable polarity, the loud and quiet,
in divisive fits.
The fist of the fire beats a dent
in a whispering candle and fills it
with goldfish tears. The sodden wick floats
on its back until the sinkhole
seals with hidden fractures.
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I Look for Cicada Shells on the Trunks of Silver Maples, by Heather Estes
A liquid, gentle breeze on the screened porch
of an 1855 proud brick home,
brings the song of summer cicadas
away off in the pine trees.
Having lived underground for 17 years
in spring they use tiny mandibles to push
mud aside and scritchy legs laboriously heave
their stubby bodies
up the rough bark of a tree
to just the right height
for a 10-year-old girl to reach.
The girl was lucky, and found a
creature’s husk split down the back.
The singing cicada had
long since unfolded like a butterfly
and flown away on its green wings.
The round bulbous eye covers, little claws
and plump ridged abdomen,
were all retained in the amber transparent case.
She cradled it, light and fragile
as a columbine blossom in her hand.
They are particularly insistent in the trees this afternoon,
spluttering and stuttering out,
ending with buzz trills
like a rattlesnake.
They sing for mates.
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Fifty years older, I search for another shell,
inspecting the trunks of trees
in vain, this time.
I have faith that the cicadas will
continue to crawl with persistence,
and red, silver and sugar maple trees will
still exist on quiet streets,
listening to soaring invitations.
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After the Summer, by Judith Lee Herbert
Sheer cream-colored drapes billowing
in the breeze,
tall stately windows,
the sky outside a glorious shade of blue.
European crystal chandeliers and
elegant furnishings.

We are sipping coffee from china cups
set on a crisp white tablecloth.
“When everyone goes home after the summer,
where will I go?” you ask me.
You must think that you are at a grand hotel,
but that your good fortune is fragile.

Dementia is having her way with you.
She has ripped out
pages of your memory, and they are fluttering in the wind.

Two years of living here at this senior residence
have disappeared like sky writing.

Once again, you are the shy little Jewish girl from the Bronx,
who sat under the wooden kitchen table, secretly devouring
a tomato with salt,
away from the eyes of her mother and grandmother.

“You are the spitting image of my sister Harriet!”
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you say, peering at me.
I am grateful that you still do know
that I am your daughter.

Your friends here, and even those you complained about,
are now simply fellow guests who will be leaving, like you,
after the summer.
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Five Untitled Poems, by Simon Perchik
And the river falling into you
lies down the way you are fed
by stones that no longer open

as rain and your breath
never seen again, left in the dirt
these graves are used to

is all they know –with each meal
a far-off night bursts into flames
once it’s singled out, fills your mouth

as if it would not happen twice
and yet you eat only in cemeteries
in a sea whose water has dried

to become for the dead
a new language, easy to whisper
over and over and the heading.

*
Another fold though the paper
is already clogged, scented
with granite –this endless letter
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lies down exhausted, spaces
appear over and over
then emptied by hand

–it happens every time, the ink
dries without lips, no mouth
nothing between this page

and the hour after hour
where every word is her name
wants it down in black and white

left in the open the way you learned
to speak through stone, whisper
as if you were still living.

*
You crumple this hat the way a hole
changes color, is held in place
lets your forehead hide, circle down

end over end setting fires –what you try on
no longer smells from rain or stays
or turned low in the mirror

remembers to burn in the open
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as the sound falling from dirt
and broken loose though you walk away

just to walk away: a damaged toss
with less than there were
no longer over your shoulder or done.

*
So you let the water boil
as if you were not yet born
and already breathing it

can barely make out the bubbles
burdened by sunlight
the way some ancient sea

struggles inside, hangs on to bells
–it’s a battered pot, beaten
and the dead who still ask why reefs

are needed now that your throat
is so heavy from cup after cup
and the few tears left over

for a single heart that would become
yours, is floating toward you
emptied for shade and piece by piece.
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*
This field has so many lips
and though the fire is out
these clouds still darken –each breath

overflows with icy streams
and stones left out to dry –it’s natural
for a sky to let itself in

the way your shadow on impulse
looks down and in the open
grieves with the only mouth it knows

–you’ve done this before, her grave
rubbed between your hands
and the one wish more, each time

the mist along the edge
falls off in flames, becomes
on and on no other place to go

unrolls this gravel path
still counting on your fingers
sure its hunch is right.
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The Grammar of My Life, by Laura Cesarco Eglin
I don’t rest much because it’s in my dreams
I resolve mysteries and answer questions
and when I wake up, after three
nightmares turned the night
into a battleground, I’m not sure
I was supposed to survive.
My hands go to my scars, one by one
to make sure it’s my body, it’s this life
and I return to it wondering the length
and shape of my next scar as if
they were tattoos, as if I had chosen them
or where to put them. They can’t be
put away—that kind of order is for simpler
matters and I’ve always liked
the compound phrases with nooks that
nuance the depths and turns, and allow
for flurries. I am fascinated by the analysis
of such movements and I contribute a few
of my own as my fingers recognize landmarks
where something became darker or bigger or bled
and months is the measure of aftermath.
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